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Press Release Number 45 / 2016   
Mick Schumacher wins Race 2 of the Italian F4 Cham-
pionship powered by Abarth at Vallelunga  
On a dry track in stable weather for Race 2, Juri Vips wins the 
Rookie Trophy and Fabienne Wohlwend wins the Women’s Trophy 

 
Vallelunga (Rome) 11/9/2016 – The fight for the lead of Race 2 was resol-
ved at the start, when Mick Schumacher passed his Prema Power  team 
mate,  the Estonian Juri Vips (2nd at the end), who had a slower start due 
to too much wheelspin. From this moment, the German would not relin-
quish the lead all the way to the chequered flag. This, even with the entry 
of the Safety Car to the circuit on the third lap.  

• On the third step of the podium was Giuliano Raucci  (Diegi Motorsport), 
meanwhile in fourth was Diego Bertonelli  (Bhaitech), followed by Marcos 
Siebert (Jenzer Motorsport), Raul Guzman and Artem Petrov of DR Formu-
la,  Kush Maini (BVM Racing), Sebastian Fernandez (RB Racing) with 
Juan Manuel Correa rounding out the top ten.. 

• In the Rookie Trophy first was Juri Vips ahead of Artem Petrov,  Kush Mai-
ni,  Sebastian Fernandez and Juan Manuel Correa. Fabienne Wohlwend 
won the Women’s Trophy and was 24th overall. 

• Special mention should also be given to Raul Guzman and Kush Maini 
who fought a spectacular battle for sixth position, with Guzman winning the 
fight while Maini lost time after the lightest of touches with Guzman losing a 
position to Artem Petrov..  

• The fifth round concludes this afternoon with Race 3 (over a duration of 18 
minutes + 1 lap) at 14:40. The complete results of Race 2 are available on 
acisportitalia.it/F4  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